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Every day, there are tons of trash that gets thrown out or recycled. �ere are
many di�ferent ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle all of this trash. Today, I am going
to tell you about an idea I had to help Earth Day in the future. You know how you see
trash along the sides of roads, in lakes, oceans, and even on property? Well, I have a
solution that could help!

In the future, there will be a building where you can bring your trash so it can
be reused and recycled. Inside this building, there will be sections of bottles, glass,
paper, cardboard, and just regular garbage. You separate the trash into the sections,
and it would be reused and recycled from there. �ere would be one  building in
every county in each state. People could go here any day of the year. If you see any
sort of trash on your property, in your neighborhood, or even on the street while
driving somewhere, pick it up with a bag and bring it there. When you do, you would
get three dollars for each pound of  trash you bring! So if you bring five pounds of
trash, you will get fi�teen dollars. You can go to this building as many times as you
want. �e more times, the better for you and also the environment!

�is could help the Earth and the environment because it would be cleaner for
not only homes and properties, but better for animals to live in the oceans and
forests.  �e Earth would look nice and clean if nobody threw their trash on the side
of the street or in the water, and now they’ll have somewhere to bring it instead.

By having these buildings all over the United States, hopefully more people
would help clean up the Earth by getting rid of garbage. �is would help reduce the
amount of waste and reuse garbage in helpful ways. Earth Day is all about reducing,
reusing, and recycling. Hopefully this idea can help!


